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ABSTRACT

STAT3, also known as signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3, is a DNA transcription enzyme. In mammals
including humans, STAT3 regulates the expression of a variety
of genes that play a role in embryonic development. Specifically,
STAT3 regulates cell division, cell differentiation and cell death
(apoptosis). During embryonic development, STAT3 proteins are
phosphorylated in a cell’s cytoplasm in response to chemical
growth factors. Once phosphorylated, STAT3 proteins pair up to
form homodimers that act like pliers. STAT3 homodimers are
transferred into the cell nucleus, where they bind to DNA to
regulate embryonic development. When mutations of the STAT3
gene occur, mouse embryos cannot develop beyond embryonic
day 7, the beginning of gastrulation and cell differentiation. In
adults, STAT3 gene mutations are known to cause some forms of
cancer. Our goal is to test potential drugs for disabling rogue
STAT3 proteins using computer simulations. Here we report the
process by which a STAT3 monomer (half of dimer proteins
forming the pliers), was built and characterized. Then we
describe the methods of setting up a dynamic simulation to test
potential drugs for disabling STAT3 mutants using VMD and
NAMD software.
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INTRODUCTION
STAT3 protein, also known as signal transducer and

When mutations of STAT3 occur, mouse embryos cannot
develop beyond embryonic day 7 as gastrulation begins.

activator of transcription 3, is heavily involved in embryonic

The STAT3 protein regulates cell growth and division,

development in mammals, including humans. The STAT3 gene

cell movement and cell suicide (apoptosis) in tissues throughout

is part of a family of genes that provide directions for the

the body. For example, in the immune system, the STAT3

assembly of STAT proteins. These proteins regulate cell

protein conveys signals that aid in the control of the body’s

division, cell differentiation and cell death (also known as cell

reaction to foreign intruders such as bacteria or fungi. More

suicide or cell apoptosis). When STAT proteins are stimulated by

specifically, the protein is involved in the regulation of swelling,

certain chemical signals, they relocate into the nucleus and bind

which is one way the immune system answers to infection or

to specific zones of the DNA molecule. By binding to regulatory

injury. In the skeletal system, the STAT3 protein is involved in

areas near genes, STAT proteins control whether these genes are

the development of specialized cells that construct and disrupt

turned on or off.

bone tissue during embryonic development.

During embryonic development, STAT3 proteins, located

Mutations in the STAT3 gene result in Hyperimmunoglobulin E

outside the nucleus in a cell’s cytoplasm, are phosphorylated in

syndrome, which results in recurrent infections and disorders in

response to chemical growth factors such as interferon,

bone development. Finally, STAT3 protein is associated with

epidermal growth factor, Interleukin 5, Interleukin-6, hepatocyte

rapidly growing human cancers (breast, prostate, pancreas, and

growth factor, leukemia inhibitory factor, bone morphogenetic

blood-forming cells)—with poor prognoses.

protein 2 and the hormone leptin. Once phosphorylated, STAT3
proteins pair up to form homodimers that look and function like
pliers. STAT3 homodimers are transferred into the cell nucleus,

Characterization of the STAT3 Protein
In this section, we characterize the structure of the

where they bind to DNA to regulate embryonic development.

STAT3 monomer—half of the complete protein (see Figure 1).
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turns are in cyan. The structural map of the STAT3 monomer can
also be separated into four distinct functional subunits: the Nterminal 4-helix bundle, the b-barrel domain, the connector
domain, and the SH2 domain as shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Using VMD we further characterized the monomer’s structure in
terms of domain type, residue acidity/basicity, and residue
polarity/hydrophilicity.
Nterminal 4helix bundles
There are twelve helices of widely varying length. Four
longer helices run anti-parallel at one end of the monomer
A protein domain is a part of a protein that can exist and
function separately from the rest of the protein chain. They have
their own independent three-dimensional structure and can be
stable and folded apart from the protein. The function and
structure of these domains is discussed below. We analyzed the

suggesting a functional domain (more below). Helices of about
half the length are found on the other end of the monomer,
articulating with other structural types. The longest helix is
comprised of fifteen turns. Several separate units make
incomplete turns.

structure of the STAT3 monomer using VMD and here we
discuss some of the structural characteristics along with their
functions. In Figure 1, helices are shown in purple and blue, beta
sheets in yellow, and
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Betabarrel Domain: The next domain on the polypeptide
chain is the Beta-barrel Domain, whose beta sheets are
highlighted in yellow within the monomer in Figure 1. Beta
barrels are beta sheets twisted into coils that form a closed
structure. Four of the eight beta sheets in the domain form the
beta barrel. Figure 3 shows the domain with its individual amino
acids delineated by color.
The Connector Domain: The domain that follows the Betabarrel domain is called the connector domain, shown in yellow
withing the monomer in Figure 5. The connector domain is
comprised of two sequences of “helix-loop-helix”. It is similar in
structure to calcium-binding domains, with an identical
arrangement of helices and a small two-stranded beta-pleated
sheet pairing two pseudodyads (Becker, Groner, & Muller,
The four long helices make up one of the domains of the

1998).

monomer. The helix group in STAT3 is called the N-terminal 4helix bundle, because the terminal helix ends with a nitrogen
atom. The domain is approximately 80 A long. The longest helix
is 54 residues long, and the shortest one is 25 residues long. In
the homodimer, these two 4-helix bundles form a structure and
function analogous to the handles of a pair of pliers.
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are the handles, and the SH2 domains form the hinge. The DNA
molecule is held between the paired Beta-barrel domains and the
paired connector domains.

SH2 Domain: The next domain along the chain is the SH2
domain (Figure 6,7), which contains two alpha helices and a
three-stranded β-pleated sheet. The SH2 domain is found in
many intracellular signal-transducing proteins and plays a vital
role in cellular communication.

Its function is to guide one

protein to another by recognizing its phosphorylated tyrosine, to
which it has a high affinity,. This is the signal that causes two
monomers of STAT3 to form a homodimer. In the plier analogy
of STAT3 structure and function, the N-terminal 4 helix bundles
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Hydrophobic-Polar Protein Folding: Hydrophobic interaction
between acids in the protein chain are the forces that shape of
proteins. Thus, the sequence of polar and hydrophobic residues
determines its functional globular form (Verlet, 1967).
Figure 8 shows the polar amino acids in STAT3. There are
eight amino acids with polar, charged side chains. The polarity
in these residues is due to hydroxyl groups (Serine, threonine)
amide groups (asparagine, glutamine) heterocyclic aromatic
amine side chains (histidine, tryptophan) sulfydryl groups
(cysteine) and phenolic groups (tyrosine).
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Hydrophobicity is a measure of how soluble and amino acid is in
water. In a protein, hydrophobic residues (Figure 9) are more

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the STAT3 protein

likely to be found towards the interior of the protein, away from

Dynamic simulations allow us to find a realistic model of STAT3

the aqueous environment. Hydrophobic residues do not ionize or

that can be used, in production runs, to test drugs that will

participate in the formation of hydrogen bonds.

Hydrophilic

enhance or destroy its function. Prior to a production run, we

amino acids tend to interact with the aqueous environment and

needed to find the most stable configuration of the monomer.

participate in H- bonds, which are predominantly found on the

This configuration is called the global energy minimization.

exterior surfaces of proteins.

Finding the most stable configuration of STAT3 took three steps.
We determined the local energy minimum by putting the
complete monomer in water. The second step was heating the
monomer to body temperature. The run then continued in a
process called equilibriation, until the molecule settled
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into its lowest, most stable energy minimization state—the global

expression for defining relationships between the structure and

energy minimization. In this paper, we describe what is required

energy of a protein. The parameter file defines bond

to get a protein such as STAT3 to a full production run. We

strengths, equilibrium lengths, spring constants, etc.

assumed that our STAT3 monomer followed classical laws, such

selection of CHARMM force fields is a choice between speed

as Newton's Second Law, Hooke's Law and Coulomb's Law, in

and accuracy. Finally, the configuration file sets the conditions

the description of its motion (the foundations of a dynamic

to run the dynamic simulation.

The

simulation are based on energy minimization, potential energy
functions, molecular dynamics, explicit solvent and boundary
conditions).
Before running our dynamic simulation, four files were
retrieved: the protein data bank file (PDB), the protein structure
file (PSF), the force field parameter file, and the configuration
file. The PDB file stores atomic coordinates gathered from Xray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) for the STAT3 monomer. Missing regions were filled in
along with hydrogen using information provided in the PDB file.
The PSF file stored structural information of the STAT3
monomer, such as the masses and charges of the atoms, and
various bonding and interaction constants. Such information is
specified by the CHARMM force field, which is a mathematical
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In the first step, energy minimization is a process employed in
order to crudely move the molecule to its most stable
configuration but not necessarily its optimal state in the energy
landscape.

In Figure 12, the energy landscape of a protein

contains an enormous number of local, stable (minimal energy)
configurations

including

a

global

(minimum)

optimal

configuration. Energy minimization is performed at 0° K, which
corresponds to freezing the atoms of the molecule so that no net
force acts. Thus, energy minimization is an estimator of the
binding free energy of the molecule. An energy landscape is
composed of the atomic potential energies of bonds, angles,
improper dihedrals, torsions, electrostatics and Van der Waals
that interact over different molecular distances.

In Figure 13, the bond, angle, improper dihedrals and torsions
bonding potentials represent the interactions of atoms that are
bonded

to

neighboring

atoms.

Bonding

energies

are

approximated using Hooke's Law, which states that the force that
acts on an object is proportional to the linear or angular
displacement from an equilibrium position.
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proportionality, a spring constant, determines the difficulty in

or surface artifacts.

Also, these conditions permit Ewald

moving an atom from equilibrium.

treatment of long-range electrostatic potentials.

The electrostatic and Van der Waals potentials shown in Figure
14 are the non-bonding potentials. These interactions account for
interactions between different parts of the biomolecular system.

We remark that the condition i < j is required so that we do not
count a non-bonding potential twice. In these simulations, the
electrostatic phenomena is a first order approximation to the true
motion of the molecules. We remark that adding water and ions
to a molecule is done prior to a dynamic simulation. Water
molecules need to be unsystematically dispersed with various

In the molecular mechanics of a molecule, every force that acts
on the atoms is derivable from the gradient of the potential, that
is F = −∇φ, where the gradient is given by ∇ = 〈∂/∂x, ∂/∂y,

densities around a protein so that cavities in the molecule are

∂/∂z〉. Under Newton's second law the total force given by

filled.

We use periodic boundary conditions to model our

superposition is proportional to the acceleration experienced by

molecule as an infinite extent so as to have no boundary effects

the protein. So, the gradient of the bonding and non-bonding
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potentials provide the classical forces. Minimization identifies

for a given constant κ. Starting from x we move by an amount δ

stable configurations on the energy landscape by flowing along a

determined by the gradient of the potential V(x). The steepest

gradient of the potentials.

For example, suppose the energy

decent algorithm uses only first derivative of the potential but

landscape to the form of the potential for simple harmonic

can only be used if the forces are large. For our dynamic

motion V(x) = α (x − x0)2, where x0 is the equilibrium point and α

simulation, we use the Verlet central difference scheme since it is

is a positive constant. Then the question becomes “How can one

more accurate than the steepest decent algorithm. We expand the

move the system to x' to the equilibrium point if we don't know

displacement for the ith atom about the time in the Taylor

x0?” The steepest decent algorithm moves the molecule toward

series

the equilibrium point using

The big O notation is the remainder, and represents the amount
of error in this approximation technique. When one adds the
expansions for x(t + Δt) and x(t ‒ Δt), rearranges and neglects
high order terms, then one obtains the following expression for
the position and velocity of each atom in the molecule using the
Verlet algorithm.
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Once energy minimization is complete, one needs to raise the

The last stage is equilibration of the protein, where we allow the

temperature to that of the body, which is 310° K. In Figure 15,

pressure, temperature and volume to change (see Figure 16).

we implement heating to temperature on the STAT3 molecule in

The purpose of equilibriation is to get the protein to its most

order to bring the system to it normal, more realistic operating

optimal, realistic conformational state.

environment. Since the temperature is proportional to the kinetic

statistical ensembles to connect macroscopic and microscopic

energy, the system is given kinetic energy to allow the atoms of

thermodynamics.

Equilibration uses

the molecule to move.
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In VMD, we use the Ramachandran Plot to determine the

While the Ramachandran plots provide information about how

torsional angles of each residue in a peptide and define the

the protein rotates, we would also be interested to know how

geometry of its attachment to its two adjacent residues by

much energy is included due to angular motions.

positioning its planar peptide bond relative to the two adjacent
planar peptide bonds. These values are plotted on a ψ–φ plane.
The horizontal axis is the psi-value and the vertical axis is the
phi-value.

The Ramachandran plot shows the allowed angle

combinations for each configuration of the molecules.
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where Nα is the number of atoms whose positions are being
compared, Nt is the number of time steps over which atom
positions are being compared,
is the position of atom α at some time tj, and 〈

r 〉 is the

average value of the atom α to which the positions

are being compared. Figure 22
shows that our biomolecular system tends to 4.75 Å RMSD after
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) is a statistical measure

300 ps of equilibration. Since our RMSD is on the same order as

of variability in the structure of the molecule, which is defined as

in [2] we are confident that the path to a full production run is the
correct.
CONLUSIONS
Dynamic simulations are useful in finding stable conformational

with

changes, exploring fluctuations and testing the function of
proteins. We have performed molecular dynamic simulations
with the expectation of understanding how to set up and
characterize a protein. We found that the STAT3
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monomer equilibrated in about 300ps. In fact, the overall RMSD

Lin J., Buettner R., Yuan Y., Yip R., Horne D., Jove R., &

was about 4.75 Å over the whole monomer, which is on the order

Vaidehi N. (2009). Molecular dynamics simulations of the

of the results in [2] for their production run of the STAT3

conformational changes in signal transducers and activators

protein. We observed a 2 Å RMSD during equilibration of the

of transcription, Sta1 and Stat3. Journal of Molecular

SH2 domain. It is this region that is important in drug design as

Graphics and Modelling, 28, 347-356.

it forms the connection point of the “pliers” with another
monomer.
conventional

Dynamic simulation can be a supplement to
experiments,

allowing

us

to

acquire

new

Verlet, L. (1967). Computer experiments on classical fluids. I
Thermodynamic properties of Lennard-Jones Molecules,
Phys Rev, 159, 98-103.

information that cannot be found using other techniques. We are
now in the position to understand the SH2 domain in the next
step – the production run.
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